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From Principal’s Desk

I welcome you all to this edition of Archisha. We, at college, constantly endeavour 

to provide meaningful learning experience to our students thus inculcating 

important values and skills that will prepare them to do well in an ever-changing 

global world. For this all of you are expected to imbibe dignity of work and 

perseverance in life, give your best at all times and realize your potential to the 

fullest. You should learn to be accountable for your dreams, ambitions and actions. 

Do nothing which will harm your life as life is too precious to be wasted in 

meaningless or negative activities. Live your life in such a way that you as well as 

your alma mater are proud of it.

Wishing you all the very best in life.

Dr. Richa Setia

Principal



From Chief Editor’s Pen

With immense pleasure I present the 6th edition of our college magazine Archisha. I felicitate students 

and fellow colleagues who have showcased their creative talent and potential through the array of their 

writings. I owe my sincere most thanks to Ms. Apala Vatsa, a young freelance artist who through her art 

work gives shape and colour to unexpressed dreams and desires of women folk. Her beautiful and 

eloquent creation adorns the cover page of this year magazine . I appreciate and  thank the Editorial 

Board for their sincere work and constant support. 

At the same time, I feel privileged writing this editorial as it avails me an opportunity to address the 

whole lot of our students. From this platform I would share an issue which occupies utmost importance 

in their lives as youngsters and our minds as teachers and parents. Fashion is the signature of one's 

personality, background and style. Dressing fashionably  enhances one's self-esteem and confidence. 

But  youngsters tend to blindly follow the trends and imitate whatever is in vogue without 

understanding the real essence of fashion. Great personalities like Mahatama Gandhi, Vivekananda, 

Lincoln and Martin Luther King positively influenced  the lives of generations, though their ways of life 

and sense of fashion were simple. Following their example we should remember that fashion, like 

beauty, is not, only skin deep. Simplicity of life and greatness of ideas should be the trend for us. The 

humane qualities like love, kindness, humility and forgiveness should be the fashion idioms. Fashion 

must include and promote intrinsic values like simplicity, decency and modesty. We should not forget 

our rich Indian cultural heritage which teaches us that to be dutiful is to be beautiful.

Taruna

Editor-in-Chief

Associate Professor in English
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Editorial

‘Quesais-je?’ i.e. ‘What do I know?’ was the motto of Michel 

de Montaigne, a 16th-century French essayist whose affable 

traits have managed to captivate the attention of several 

readers even in the contemporary era. His question intended to 

remind him that knowledge was supposed to be tried and 

tested. However, it also entailed that he, an educated and a 

prosperous man, considered to be well-read in possession of 

his own library of books, in fact knew very little.

It is often quoted in Latin, ‘Ars longa, vita brevis’ - skillfulness takes time and life is short. 

Mystics and gymnosophists believed that the first step to self-realisation is to understand 

that one knows very little. In this context, I would like to assert for our beloved students that 

it is not encouraged to feel disappointed or disheartened about one’s finite knowledge or 

ignorance. The awakening for not knowing paves the way for knowing. On the contrary, 

when one exists under the misconception that one knows so much, the path to gain further 

knowledge is hindered. For precisely these reasons, ancient India collectively chanted and 

invoked the spirit of knowledge/wisdom via the well - renowned hymn, ‘Tamasoma 

Jyotirgamaya’ - ‘may the light of knowledge remove the darkness of ignorance.’ 

Furthermore, to mention linguist and philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein’s famous 

statement, ‘The limits of my language mean the limits of my world, the limits of one's 

reading and knowing mean the limits of one's world of knowledge.’ We, therefore, must 

keep broadening and augmenting those limits of knowledge, wisdom and awareness in 

order to become enlightened and educated in the truest sense of the word.

Happy reading!

Ms. Sukriti Bhukkal
Assistant Professor

Department of English
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Secrets of Lasting Happiness 

The five Essentials for Lasting Happiness are Positive Mental Attitudes, 

Freedom From Negative Moods, Service to Others, The Inner Conditions 

of Happiness, and Affirmations. 

1) Positive Mental Attitudes: If you have given up hope of ever being 

happy, cheer up. Never lose hope. Your soul, being a reflection of the 

ever-joyous Spirit, is, in essence, happiness itself. Happiness depends 

to some extent upon external conditions, but chiefly upon mental 

attitudes. Change your thoughts if you wish to change your 

circumstances. Since you alone are responsible for your thoughts, only 

you can change them. You will want to change them when you realise that each thought is created 

according to its own nature. 

2) Freedom From Negative Moods: Nobody likes misery. Why not analyse yourself next time you 

are in a mood? You will see how you are willingly, willfully making yourself miserable. And while 

you are doing so, others around you feel the unpleasantness of your state of mind. Make up your 

mind that you are not going to be moody anymore; and if a mood comes in spite of your resolve, 

analyse the cause that brought it on, and do something constructive about it. 

3) Service to Others: To live for oneself is the source of all misery. In being of spiritual, mental, and 

material service to others, you will find your own needs fulfilled. As you forget self in service to 

others, you will find that, without seeking it, your own cup of happiness will be full. 

4) The Inner Conditions of Happiness: Learn to carry all the conditions of happiness within yourself 

by meditating and attuning your consciousness to the ever-existing, ever-conscious, ever-new Joy, 

which is God. Your happiness should never be subject to any outside influence. Whatever your 

environment is, don’t allow your inner peace to be touched by it. 

5) Affirmations: affirmations and instructions are following-Beginning with the early dawn, I will 

radiate my cheer to everyone I meet today. I will be the mental sunshine for all who cross my path 

this day. I form new habits of thinking by seeing the good everywhere, and by beholding all things 

as the perfect idea of God made manifest. I will make up my mind to be happy within myself right 

now, where I am today. 

Dr. Kalpna

Assistant Professor in Psychology 
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² Take a picture every hour to record your day.

² Make a to-do list.

² Take a selfie.

² Hug a teddy.

² Try new outfits. 

² Play an instrument be it piano or guitar.

² Sing a song.

² Blow the biggest bubbles you can.

² Write a short story or paragraph.

² Do an act of kindness.

² Pen down your thoughts in a diary.

² Hug a  baby.

² Play a board game.

² Meditate for a while.

² Chat with someone on messenger.

² Solve a crossword puzzle like sudoku.

² Try home-made recipes.

² Try origami.

² Take a Drive.

² Try some art /craft work.

² Chant God’s name.

² Organise your wardrobe.

² Read amazing facts and quotations.

² Do science experiments like invisible ink, 
egg drop etc.

² Paint rocks with paint colours .

² Play Chinese whisper.

² Read a book.

² Dance with your family .

² Make your family tree.

² Go for a walk.

² Call a friend.

² Chill out with friends. 

² Do gardening. 

² Paint your nails.

² Make a playlist.

² Do painting like glass painting, oil painting. 
and emboss painting. 
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Things to do when bored …

² Find Bugs.

² Colour in a colouring book.

² Wear your favourite dress/apparel.

² Do Doodling.

² Follow Instagram.

² Organise your wallet.

² Try new recipes at home.

² Groom your dog or pet.

² Make homemade chocolates and cakes.

² Give gifts to your loved ones.

² Saying magical words like ‘I am so sorry’ 
‘Thank you’ and ‘Please’ can change your 
life and mood as well.

² Learn a new language.

² Try a DIY.

² Explore Pinterest.

² Prank a friend over text.

² Put together a puzzle. 

² Make your own movie or create a skit and 
make video of it.

² Bake something sweet .

² Create slime with your kids.

² Eat your favourite and delicious food.

² Make a Scrapbook and paste family photos.

² Choose a hobby.

² Work on the laptop for a few hours.

² Do exercise.

² Go to the gym.

² Sit and listen to your thoughts.

² Spend time in nature’s lap.

² Listen to melodious music.

² Go for outing. 

² Have ice cream for dinner.

² Make a smoothie.

² Spend time with grandparents and great 
grandparents.

² Visit your favourite neighbourhood shop.

² Play with children.
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² Eat golgappas.

² Write a letter or a love letter.

² Observe nature.

² Learn to make earrings and other items on 
YouTube.

² Donate clothes to poor.

² Visit a hill station.

² Go to an old age home.

² Play online games/ video games.

² Go to an orphanage.

² Travel  abroad. 

² Try Starbucks drink/ coffee.

² Watch sports game.

² Clean out your fridge.

² Be a Facebook lover .

² Have a party with friends.

² Organise your kitchen.

² Play indoor games with family.

² Spend time with animals.

² Take online cooking class.

² Spend time with family.

² Go out for shopping or just window 
shopping.

² Imagine you are a princess or a king.

² Go to the park.

² Learn salsa dance, break dance, hip hop 
dance.

² Donate blood.

² Follow some beneficial hacks that will make 
life simple and easy.

.......So don't wait, try all of these, it really 
works.

Ms. Vibha Madan

Assistant Professor in Psychology

Experience Is The  Best Teacher

“Experience is the best teacher, and the worst experiences teach the best lessons.”

Experience is the best teacher. Her great subject is the Art of Living. 
No one can teach us this as well as she can.

We should be glad to learn how to live alright from the experience of 
our fore fathers, as recorded in books or as taught by the advice of our 
elders. But somehow many young people simply do not learn. They 
mock warnings and advice, and go their own way. You may warn a 
child again and again against playing with matches; But he does not 
believe you, until he burns his hands. After that “the burnt child dreads 
the fire.” You may tell a boy not to meddle with stray dogs; But he does not listen, till he gets a nasty bite 
from one. After that “once bitten twice shy.” He has to learn from experience, and her lessons he will not 
forget.

All the lessons taught by experience are not unpleasant. Whether they are pleasant or unpleasant 
depends on ourselves. We can just as easily learn from experience that honesty pays in the long run, as 
that dishonesty does not; that temperance maintains health, as that excess ruins body and soul; that 
kindness to others brings us joy, as that selfishness breeds unhappiness; and that hard work brings 
success, as that idleness spells failure.

“The only source of knowledge is experience.”

Name : Komal Singla

Class : M.A 1 



YOUR BEST

If you always try your best

Then you’ll never have to wonder

About what you could have done

If you’d summoned all your thunder.

And if your best

Was not as good

As you hoped it would be,

You still could say,

“I gave today

All that I had in me.”

Name : Jyoti Paweria

Class : M.A 1
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Knowledge is Power

Knowledge is power. This is true. The power 
which knowledge gives can be used for good or 
for evil. By his medical knowledge, the doctor 
can cure disease and save his patient’s life. But 
the Blackmailer, by his knowledge of some 
guilty secret, can bleed his victim while under the 
threat of disclosure. In general , the man who 
knows has an advantage over the man who does 
not know. In this way, the educated classes have 
always been able to rule over the ignorant.

During the middle ages in Europe, the only 
educated men were the priests. Great barons, 
brave knights, kings and ruling prince very often 
could not even read and write. Kings had to 
appoint priests as their ministers. Unless the king 
was a man of very strong character, the power, 
nominally his, was in the hands of a learned and 
clever priest. The soldier, the man of the sword, 
thought he was the master; but he was really in 
the hands of priests, the man of the pen. The pen 
was mightier than the sword. It was same in 
ancient India. The learned Brahmins were for 
ages the real rulers of Indian states. They 
dominated the lower, ignorant castes; and their 
knowledge enabled them to manage the Rajas 
and Maharajas.

Physically, man is a comparatively weak animal. 
He cannot naturally run like the horse, nor fly like 
the birds. He is no match in strength for the 
elephant or the lion. He has no natural weapons of 
defence. Yet he conquers all these strong and 
fierce beasts, and forces some of them to be his 
servants. It is his superior knowledge and 
intelligence that make him the master of 
creatures superior to him in physical strength.

“Knowledge is something that will serve you 
your whole life.”

Name : Rani Kumari

Class : M.A. I

FOR MY MOTHER…

A mother is that beautiful gift of God, who has the 

power to find the best solution to all your problems. 

Someone has rightly said that God could not be 

present at all the places and so he created mother - 

I know, however hard I will try,

I won't be able to find words,

To express my love for you,

Your love is incomparable, unparalleled.

Your Love is so pure a feeling,

I cannot express it in words,

I love you Mom,

And, I love God,

Because, He made you for me!

You are so light and yet so bright,

Mother, I haven't seen the heaven,

But, I can feel the heaven inside your heart,

Keep me in that heaven, inside your heart,

I feel so blessed to get space in your heart. 

Name: Minal  

Class : B.A. III



India has the largest adolescent population in the 

world. As per estimates, about 253 million of the 

Indian population is adolescent. Adolescence, 

according to WHO, “is the phase of life between 

childhood and adulthood, from the age of 10 to 

19.” 

Adolescence is divided into three phases:

(a) Early Stage : Ages 10 to 13

(b) Middle Stage: Ages 14 to 17

(c) Later Stage : Ages 18 to 21 

Adolescence starts with puberty, and bodily 

changes are observed during these years. In this 

phase, for both genders, there is a rapid increase 

of height and a development of sexual glands and 

adrenal glands with hormonal changes. The 

development of facial hair and deepening of 

voice is seen in boys. In girls, there is a 

development in breasts and hips at the beginning 

of the menstrual cycle. In these years, the bodily 

changes are very distinctive.

Besides, there are changes in the characteristics 

of the brain. The amygdala processes stress and 

related emotions and affects instinctive reactions 

and reflexes. The frontal cortex also develops, 

which is responsible for rational thinking, morals, 

judgments, and self-control. These start to 

develop at the onset of the adolescence period and 

develop over the years.

Young people experiencing the adolescence 

phase are exposed to various social,  

psychological, and behavioural changes. 

Individuals learn about their orientation, 

experience an emergence of abstract thinking and 

introspection. They get an idea about values, 

skills, coping capabilities, and the importance of 

a family and its values.
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Various psychiatric disorders are associated with 

adolescence. Young girls are at greater risk for 

sexual and substance abuse, depression and 

anxiety, and sleeping and eating disorders. Boys 

experience a source of pride and embarrassment 

and various changes in their mentality, both good 

and bad.

In the adolescent years, there is overall cognitive 

development. Improvements can be observed in 

selective and divided attention. Both working and 

long-term memory are developed. The speed of 

registering things and self-analysis increases with 

self-thinking and social insight with a developed 

knowledge of themselves. However, there are 

some social constraints associated with 

adolescence. The social structure and 

stereotypical mindset often influence the 

mentality of a young individual. They develop 

resilience and are also influenced by radical and 

divergent ideas and changes within society.

Social developments include maintaining and 

developing an identity, along with cultural and 

belief developments. There is a sense of self-

awareness and awareness towards others living in 

the same society. The lifestyle of an adolescent is 

determined by their assigned roles in the family or 

society in general.

Young people experiencing adolescence are 

often involved in physical activities like sports, 

dance, drama, etc., and try to find their field of 

interest. They find these pleasurable and 

gratifying. But due to academic and societal 

pressure, most of them cannot participate in these 

activities. Although very important, extra-

curricular activities have been curtailed these 

days, restricting the individual to find exposure. 

The increasingly important teenagers became a 

ADOLESCENCE 
Understanding its Meanings and Challenges



driving force in music, TV shows, movies, and 

styling during the 1950s in many countries. In 

many countries, World War II’s effect has been an 

economic boom where teenagers used to spend 

money freely. In these affluent countries, teenagers 

have very few meaningful responsibilities, 

whereas, in underdeveloped countries, the young 

generation struggles to survive.

In order to overcome adolescence related issues, 

the community as  a collective needs to make this 

transition for the children a smooth one. As there is 

a saying that, ‘there is no place like home’, 
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therefore, the solution of the problem begins at 

home itself. Hence, the parents should be aware 

of the problems and should act as the pioneers of 

the resolution of any issue being faced. The 

parents should make the child aware of the 

changes that may occur due to adolescence 

beforehand, at an appropriate stage.  They must 

also create a culture of open communication 

wherein topics like sex education can be 

discussed and learnt without any hesitation. 

Name : Mannat Verma 

Class : B.A. II

Fascinating Facts About Our Feathered Friends
Birds are some of the most captivating creatures in the 

world. They are covered in feathers and come in remarkable 

colours. From the hummingbird to the perching birds, we 

have over 18,000 species of birds all over the planet. Many 

birds fly, while some can jump, run and swim. Some of them 

are also quite bizarre.

What would our world look like without birds? Well, we 

will definitely miss the experience of seeing them beautify 

the sky on a bright day. 

What else do we know about these creatures called birds? 

1. There are more than 18,000 bird species in the world. 

2. Birds are the only animals with feathers. 

3. All female birds lay eggs. 

4. We can find birds all over the continents of the world. 

5. Birds flock together to protect themselves. 

6. Birds evolved from dinosaurs. 

7. Some birds can mimic human speech. 

8. The ostrich has the largest eyes of any land animal.

9. Some birds sleep with one eye open. 

10. Hoatzin chicks have claws on their wings. 

Name : Seema 

Class : B.A. III

JUST FOR LAUGHS!

PWhat is a little bear with no teeth 

called?

- A gummy bear.

PWhat’s an alligator in a vest called?

- An investi-gator.

PWhat’s the best way to throw a 

birthday party on Mars?

- You planet.

PWhy did the toddler toss the butter 

out the window?

- So she could see a butter-fly

PWhat’s one way we know the ocean 

is friendly?

- It waves.

PWhat’s one animal you’ll always 

find at a baseball game?

- A bat

PWhat did the maths book say to the 

guidance counsellor?

- I have so many problems.

Name : Babita 

Class : B.A.III



The environment is the surrounding of an 

organism. The environment in which an 

organism lives is made up of various components 

like air, water, land, etc. These components are 

found in fixed proportions to create a harmonious 

balance in the environment for the organism to 

live in. Any kind of undesirable and unwanted 

change in the proportions of these components 

can be termed as pollution. This issue is 

increasing with every passing year. It is an issue 

that creates economic, physical, and social 

troubles. The environmental problem that is 

worsening with each day needs to be addressed so 

that its harmful effects on humans as well as the 

planet can be discarded. 

Causes of Environmental Pollution 

With the rise of the industries and the migration of 

people from villages to cities in search of 

employment, there has been a regular increase in 

the problem of proper housing and unhygienic 

living conditions. These reasons have given rise 

to factors that cause pollution. 

Environmental pollution is of five basic types 

namely, Air, Water, Soil, and Noise pollution. 

How Pollution Harms Health & Environment

The lives of people and other creatures are 

affected by environmental pollution, both 

directly and indirectly. For centuries, these living 

organisms have coexisted with humans on the 

planet. 

1. Effect on the Environment

Smog is formed when carbon and dust particles 

bind together in the air, causing respiratory 

problems, haze, and smoke. These are created by 

the combustion of fossil fuels in industrial and 

manufacturing facilities and vehicle combustion 

of carbon fumes. 

Furthermore, these factors impact the immune 
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systems of birds, making them carriers of viruses 

and diseases. It also has an impact on the body's 

system and organs. 

2.  Land, Soil, and Food Effects 

The degradation of human organic and chemical 
waste harms the land and soil. It also releases 
chemicals into the land and water. Pesticides, 
fertilisers, soil erosion, and crop residues are the 
main causes of land and soil pollution. 

3. Effects on water 

Water is easily contaminated by any pollutant, 
whether it be human waste or factory chemical 
discharge. We also use this water for crop 
irrigation and drinking. They, too, get polluted as 
a result of infection. Furthermore, an animal dies 
as a result of drinking the same tainted water. 

Furthermore, approximately 80% of land-based 
pollutants such as chemical, industrial, and 
agricultural waste wind up in water bodies. 

Furthermore, because these water basins 
eventually link to the sea, they contaminate the 
sea's biodiversity indirectly. 

4. Food Reaction

Crops and agricultural produce become 
poisonous as a result of contaminated soil and 
water. These crops are laced with chemical 
components from the start of their lives until 
harvest when they reach a mass level. Due to this, 
tainted food has an impact on our health and 
organs. 

5. Climate Change Impact 

Climate change is also a source of pollution in the 
environment. It also has an impact on the 
ecosystem's physical and biological components. 

Ozone depletion, greenhouse gas emissions, and 
global  warming are al l  examples of  
environmental pollution. Because these water 
basins eventually link to the sea, they 
contaminate the sea's biodiversity indirectly. 

KNOW ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION



Furthermore, their consequences may be fatal for 
future generations. The unpredictably cold and 
hot climate impacts the earth’s natural system. 

Furthermore, earthquakes, starvation, smog, 
carbon particles, shallow rain or snow, 
thunderstorms, volcanic eruptions, and 
avalanches are all caused by climate change, 
caused entirely by environmental pollution.

How to Minimise Environmental Pollution? 

To minimise this issue, some preventive 
measures need to be taken. 

Principle of 3R’s: To save the environment, use 
the principle of 3 R’s; Reuse, Reduce and 
Recycle. 

Reuse products again and again. Instead of 
throwing away things after one use, find a way to 
use them again.  Reduce the generation of waste 
products.  

Recycle: Paper, plastics, glass, and electronic 
items can be processed into new products while 
using fewer natural resources and lesser energy. 

To prevent and control air pollution, better-
designed equipment, and smokeless fuels should 
be used in homes and industries. More and more 
trees should be planted to balance the ecosystem 
and control greenhouse effects. 

Noise pollution can be minimised by better 
design and proper maintenance of vehicles. 
Industrial noise can be reduced by soundproofing 
equipment like generators, etc.  

To control soil pollution, we must stop the usage 
of plastic. Sewage should be treated properly 
before using it as fertilisers and as landfills. 
Encourage organic farming as this process 
involves the use of biological materials and 
avoiding synthetic substances to maintain soil 
fertility and ecological balance. 

Several measures can be adopted to control water 
pollution. Some of them are water consumption 
and usage that can be minimised by altering the 
techniques involved. Water should be reused 
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with treatment. 

The melting icebergs in Antarctica resulted in 
rising sea levels due to the world's environmental 
pollution, which had become a serious problem 
due to global warming, which had become a 
significant concern. Rising carbon pollution 
poses a risk for causing natural disasters such as 
earthquakes, cyclones, and other natural 
disasters. 

The Hiroshima-Nagasaki and Chernobyl 
disasters in Russia have irreversibly harmed 
humanity. Different countries around the world 
are responding to these calamities in the most 
effective way possible. 

Different countries around the world are 
responding to these calamities in the most 
effective way possible. More public awareness 
campaigns are being established to educate 
people about the hazards of pollution and the 
importance of protecting our environment. 
Greener lifestyles are becoming more popular; 
for example, energy-efficient lighting, new 
climate-friendly autos, and the usage of wind and 
solar power are just a few examples. 

Governments emphasise the need to plant more 
trees, minimise the use of plastics, improve 
natural waste recovery, and reduce pesticide use. 
This ecological way of living has helped 
humanity save other creatures from extinction 
while making the Earth a greener and safer 
ecology.  

Conclusion

It is the responsibility of every individual to save 
our planet  from these environmental  
contamination agents. If preventive measures are 
not taken then our future generation will have to 
face major repercussions. The government is also 
taking steps to create public awareness. Every 
individual should be involved in helping to 
reduce and control pollution.

Name : Divya 
Class : M.A. II



People often talk about English as a global 

language or lingua franca. With more than 350 

million people around the world speaking 

English as a first language and more than 430 

million speaking it as a second language, there are 

English speakers in most countries around the 

world. Why is English so popular, though? And 

why has it become a global language?

People often call English the international 

language of business, and it’s increasingly true as 

international trade expands every year, bringing 

new countries into contact. Many of the best 

MBA programs are taught in English, so speaking 

it well can put you in a position to get the best 

training and credentials. Most multinational 

companies require a certain degree of English 

proficiency from potential employees so in order 

to get a position with a top company, more and 

more people are learning English.

If your ambitions lie in Science or medicine, you 

can’t neglect English either. Much of the 

technical terminology is based on English words, 

and if you want to learn about the latest 

developments and discoveries from around the 

world, you’ll read about them in journals and 

research reports published in English, no matter 

whether the scientists who wrote them are from 

China or Norway. And, of course, with good 

conversational English, you’ll be able to network 

and make important contacts at conferences and 

seminars.

English also opens doors in the academic world. 

Of course, if the best program in your field is in an 

English-speaking country, English will give you 

the opportunity to study with the top scholars. 

Western universities are attracting more and 

more visiting scholars, students and professors 

from all around the world, and their common 
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working language is English. As well as studying 

and teaching, attending international conferences 

and publishing in foreign journals are some of the 

key steps to success in academia. In order to 

speak at these conferences or publish in these 

journals, excellent English is essential.

Journalists and writers around the world are 

finding a good command of English to be an 

increasingly useful skill. Even if you’re writing 

your articles and doing interviews in your own 

language, with good English you can get 

background material from international wire 

services and papers and magazines from around 

the world. You can interview foreign 

businessmen, diplomats and maybe even get sent 

to cover overseas stories. Good English skills 

mean that you are not reliant on translators and 

can work faster and more accurately with English 

information sources.

If you want a career in aviation, English is 

absolutely essential. As the international 

language of aviation, pilots and cabin crew all 

need to speak English. Even if you’re not up in the 

air, speaking English accurately will ensure you 

are able to communicate with clients and 

suppliers all over the world.

So, what’s stopping you from learning this global 

language? With all the resources available on the 

internet and so many other English speakers 

around the world to practise with, there’s never 

been a better time to start learning English. Pick 

up a book, learn a few words, or even start a 

course today and take your first step towards 

becoming one of nearly 800 million English 

speakers in the world.

Name : Prachi 

Class : B.A. II

HOW ENGLISH BECAME THE GLOBAL LANGUAGE 



SRI LANKA: Golden beaches, wildlife-rich 

jungles, rolling tea plantations, and mist-

shrouded mountains make Sri Lanka one of the 

best Asian countries to visit. Tourists marvel at 

the beauty and physical diversity of this island. 

The view from the top of Sri Lanka’s fourth 

highest peak, Adam’s peak, is known to be 

stunning.

GERMANY: It is an attractive proposition for 

world travellers, thanks to its beautiful coastlines, 

top hiking spots and postcard perfect villages. It’s 

packed with countless quirky attractions, like the 

onion museum in Weimar, the dumping 

ground/open-air museum in Berlin and the 

gnome museum in Thuringian Forest, to name a 

few. The German Christmas market is a class 

apart. Nothing can beat the sizzling sausages and 

sweet-smelling gingerbread that are available 

here. Apart from its never-ending coastlines, 

Germany also boasts of great mountains, like the 

Alps and the lesser known Harz ranges in the 

north of Germany. 

ZIMBABWE: Zimbabwe is one of the most 

underrated South African countries, with several 

hidden gems waiting to be explored. It is home to 

four World Heritage Sites, namely Victoria Falls, 

Mana Pools National Parks, the Great Zimbabwe 

Ruins and the Kama Ruins. The chances of 

spotting the Big Five (leopard, lion, rhino, 
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elephant and buffalo) on a safari tour of the 

country’s well-renowned national parks is 

extremely high.

INDONESIA: Often when people think of 

Indonesia, all that comes to mind is Bali. 

Comprising over 17,000 islands, there’s so much 

more to the country. Indonesia is home to more 

than 20% of the world’s coral reefs. There are 

many opportunities available for snorkelling and 

scuba diving for both beginner and experienced 

divers. Dating back to the 9th century, Borobudur 

– the largest Buddhist temple in the world is 

found in Java.

EGYPT: Mummies, sphinxes, and tombs are all 

that come to mind when one mentions Egypt. But 

little do people know that there is much to this 

land of the Pharaohs that has been welcoming and 

bewitching travellers from around the world 

since forever! With classic monuments in deserts, 

charming hamlets near the Nile, expansive 

museums guarding the ancient history and 

artefacts, lofty pyramids, to its delicious food and 

vivid culture, this mysterious paradise is sure to 

give you one hell of a vacation! Some of its most 

renowned attractions include the Pyramids of 

Giza, the Great Sphinx, the Valley of the Kings, 

Egyptian Museum, and many more.

Name : Preeti 

Class : B.A. III

MILES I WANT TO GO



WHO IS MALALA? 

“One child, one teacher, one pen, 

and one book can change the 

world.” 

Malala Yousafzai came to public 

attention at the age of eleven by 

writing for BBC Urdu about life 

under the Taliban. Using the pen 

name Gul Makai, she often spoke 

about her family's fight for girls' 

education in her community.

In October 2012, Malala was 

targeted by the Taliban and shot 

in the head as she was returning 

from school on a bus. She 

miraculously survived and 

continues her campaign for 

education.

In recognition of her courage and 

advocacy, Malala was the winner 

of the Youth Peace Prize in 2011 

and was nominated for the 

International Children's Peace 

Prize in the same year. She is the 

youngest person ever nominated 

for a Nobel Peace Prize. She was 

one of four runners-up for Time 

magazine's Person of the Year 

and has received numerous other 

awards.

Malala continues to champion 

universal access to education 

through the Malala Fund, a 

nonprofit organisation investing 

in community-led programs and 

supporting education advocates 

around the world.

Name : Jyoti 

Class : B.A. I
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INDIA @75

Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav is 

a government-sponsored 

initiative to celebrate and 

remember 75 years of 

progressive India and the 

glorious history of its people, 

culture, and accomplishments. It does this through 5 themes 

which are primarily concerned with what has been 

accomplished thus far, its significance, and what can be 

accomplished in the future to raise India to new heights

Freedom Struggle :  It helps to recreate the stories of the 

unsung heroes whose sacrifices made our freedom a reality, 

and revisits milestones from the historical journey leading 

up to August 15, 1947, freedom movements, and more.

Ideas@75 :  This theme focuses on programs and activities 

inspired by the thoughts and ideals that shape us and that 

will guide us through this age of Amrit Kaal (25 years 

between India@75 and India@100).

Revolve@75 : This theme focuses on our collective resolve 

and determination to shape the destiny of our nation. As we 

move towards 2047, each of us must stand up and do our 

part as individuals, groups, civil society, government 

agencies, and more. Translating ideas into action is only 

possible through our collective determination, thoughtful 

action planning and determined effort.

Actions @75 :  This topic highlights all the efforts being 

made to help India take its rightful place in the emerging 

new world order in a post-COVID world, focusing on steps 

taken to implement policies and deliver on commitments. 

Achievement@75 : This theme focuses on marking the 

passage of time and all the milestones we have along the 

way. It aims to publicly showcase our collective 

achievements as a 75-year-old independent nation with a 

legacy of more than 5,000 years.

Name : Nancy  

Class : B.A. III

GOD IS ONE

Flowers are many, But garden is one.

Planets are many, But universe is one.

Ways are many, But goal is one.

Members are many, But family is one.

States are many, But nation is one.

Religions are many, But God is one.

 Name : Pooja Suri

Class : M.A 1

COLLEGE LIFE

In the college life,

It's the memories we found,

An echo from another place,

Another time, another sound.

Name : Kamini 

Class : B.A. III
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Editorial
Discipline is one of the most important personality traits in everyone’s life. 

It refers to a set of rules and regulations which are to be followed while 

undergoing any task or activity. It is a way of being honest, hard-working, 

motivated, and encouraged while doing any task. It is a character trait that 

helps individuals to complete the tasks within a given fixed deadline. The 

role of discipline in our life is to set orderliness, efficiency, punctuality, 

organization, and focus on our tasks. “Life without discipline is just like a 

ship without radar.” Therefore, the importance of discipline in life just 

cannot be ignored.A well-disciplined student who has a positive attitude in 

life and is focused. Discipline teaches students to be concentrated and motivated toward their studies 

as well as other areas of their life. Someone with strong goals is more focused and always keeps his job 

on time in daily life. It helps the student to remain calm and composed. This helps him/her to maintain 

focus and to keep moving on with the problems.Self-discipline means self-control, the ability to avoid 

unhealthy excess of anything that could lead to negative consequences.It’s a show of courage not to 

offer everything you really like. You may make or break the best decisions in life, and this sort of 

individual seems to make the right choices. Wherever you practice this self-restraint, it will add, the 

role of discipline in our lifelong achievement.A disciplined life, instead of being dull and boring, can 

free you from the shackles of your impulses and cravings.

Dr Isha Goyal 

Editor

Commerce 
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Artificial intelligence is transforming the way we 
live, work, and interacts.Artificial intelligence 
(AI) refers to the simulation or approximation of 
human intelligence in machines. AI is being used 
today across different industries from finance to 
healthcare.One of the simplest and most 
straightforward definitions of AI was presented 
by John McCarthy, a professor of computer 
science at Stanford University, as “the science 
and engineering of making intelligent systems.” 

Indian banks are leading in implementing and 
adopting artificial intelligence.Artificial 
Intelligence in Banking accelerates digitization in 
end-to-end banking and finance processes. 
Nearly 40% to 50% of financial and banking 
service providers are using AI in their processes 
to harness the power of next-generation AI 
capabilities. The companies believe that AI is the 
future of banking sector which can perform a 
range of banking operations in faster, easier, and 
more secure ways.

Applications Of AI In Banking and Finance 
Sector AI in banking and finance is boosting the 
performance and competitiveness of banks and 
financial companies. 

² AI Chatbots : I chatbots in banking industry 
can assist customers 24*7 and give accurate 
responses to their queries. These chatbots provide 
a personalized experience to users.

² AI Enhances Customer experience: 
mplementation of AI and Machine Learning in 
banking help companies in tracking user behavior 
and delivering highly personalized services to 
customers.

² Brings Automation & Makes The Process 
Seamless: AI software helps banks in 
streamlining and automating every task which is 
done by humans and making the entire process 
simple and virtual.

²Data Collection & Analysis :  AI machines 
process massive data sets and extract valuable 
insights into data. This analysis will help banks to 
predict the future of their business and market 
trends with ease.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Banking and Finance

² AI for Portfolio Management :  It is one of 
the best benefits of AI in Banking and Finance 
sector. Wealth and portfolio management can be 
done more powerfully with artificial intelligence.

² AI For Risk Management: For instance, 
checking financial status, document verification, 
and releasing loans are risk-related activities for 
bankers. The use of AI and machine learning in 
banking can tackle this intelligently.

²AI for Analyzing Sentiments :  AI models can 
predict the market conditions and provide 
insights into the market trends. 

² Next-gen Security Is Guaranteed : Top 
mobile app development companies are 
integrating AI and developing the most advanced 
banking apps that monitor every transaction and 
protect the entire process like a firewall.

² AI Mobile Apps Detects Fraud : Artificial 
intelligence banking apps detect risks and 
minimize fraudulent acts. AI technology can scan 
transactional data and detect irregular user 
behavior patterns. 

² AI for Compliance In Banking : 

Artificial intelligence-based software products 
can actively find the rules that apply to the banks 
and make them compliant with those rules. 

Dr. Madhu

Assistant Professor Commerce
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Don't Give Up 
When things go wrong as

they sometimes will,

when the road you're trudging 

seems all uphill,

when funds are low

and dusts are high,

and you want to smile

but you have to sigh,

when care is pressing

you down a kit,

rest if you must.

but don't you quit.

Name : Nisha Sheskand 

Class : B.Com III

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
1. Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is a scheme of making 
India clean.

2. This scheme was launched on 'October 2, 2014' as 
a mark of respect to the father of the Nation, 
Mahatma Gandhi.

3. It was organised by the Government of India, led 
by prime minister Narendra Modi, with participants 
from all walks of life.

4. This is a national level campaign to clean all the 
rural as well as urban areas all over India.

5. This is India's biggest ever cleanliness drive and 
millions of government employees, school and 
college and college students have participated in this 
movement.

6. Lakhs of toilets were constructed under this 
scheme.

7. We should also plant more trees and take care of 
them.

8. There is still a long way to go before we can 
achieve the goal of making India clean and green.

9. We all need to do our bit to keep our environment 
clean and green.

10. It is our responsibility as citizens of India to help 
fulfill Gandhi ji's vision of clean India.

Name : Laxmi

Class : B.Com II
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Editorial

Anything that has mass is made up of matter – an all-encompassing word for 

atoms and molecules that make up our physical world. We describe this 

matter as existing in states (sometimes referred to as phases). Most people 

are familiar with three states of matter – solids, liquid and gases – but there 

are two more that are less commonly known but just as important – Plasmas 

and Bose- Einstein condensates. Solids, liquids and gases are three states of 

matter. In solids, the particles are tightly packed together. In liquids, the 

particles have more movement, while in gases, they are spread out. Particles in chemistry can be 

atoms, ions or molecules. The particles that make up matter are not ‘small bits of solid’ or ‘small drops 

of liquid’ but atoms and molecules. The physical characteristics of those atoms and molecules decide 

its state. Something is usually described as a solid if it can hold its own shape and is hard to compress 

(squash). The molecules in a solid are closely packed together - they have a high density. In liquid, the 

molecules have the ability to move around and slide past each other. A liquid will take on the shape of 

the container it is being held in. a liquid is easier to compress than a solid. Water is an example of a 

liquid, and so is milk and juice. In gases, the atoms are much more spread out than in solids or liquids, 

and the atoms collide randomly with one another. A gas will file any container, but if the container, but 

if the container is not sealed, the gas will escape. Gas can be compressed much more easily than a 

liquid or solid. Air is a mixture of gases containing many elements such as oxygen, nitrogen and 

carbon. Plasma is very similar to gas. The easiest way to describe plasma is as a gas that can carry an 

electrical  charge. Plasma is a form of matter that exists when atoms are in an excited state. They are so 

excited that they jump an energy level and, in doing so, give off light. Plasma particles are spread out 

and move around randomly, but unlike gas, they contain some free ions and electrons, which gives 

plasma its ability to conduct electricity. On earth, plasmas are commonly found in some kinds of 

fluorescent lights and neon signs. To understand a Bose-Einstein condensate, we must first know a bit 

about temperature. There is a temperature at which molecular motion (therefore everything) stops, this 

is called absolute zero (0K or around -273 C). just a fraction above this temperature – and only for some 

elements – a BEC occurs. The atoms start behaving like little waves and start overlapping one another 

until they eventually act like one wave and essentially become a superatom. They are not bonded or 

mixed – they have become indistinguishable from one another, having the same qualities and existing 

in the same place.

Tara Jayant 
Associate Professor in Zoology 

Editor (Science Section)
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ADOLESCENCE DRUG ABUSE

Adolescence has very often been associated with 
alcohol and drug abuse. But, before we discuss that, 
let us first understand the meaning of adolescence. 
Adolescence is a period that links childhood and 
adulthood in one’s life. The age between 12 to 18 
years is usually considered the adolescence age, 
which is also known as Teenage.

The teenage period of life is considered very crucial 
in a person’s life as it is the time when a lot of 
physical, as well as psychology changes occur. Most 
teenagers can be influenced by many external and 
internal factors. This emotional upheaval makes 
adolescents vulnerable to alcohol and drug use. Once 
they are exposed to the use of alcohol and drugs, it is 
highly likely for them to get addicted to them thus 
resulting in alcohol and drug abuse. Increasing stress 
and peer pressure on adolescents today have also led 
to drug and alcohol abuse.

During the teenage period of life, addiction occurs 
when there is frequent use of drugs and there will be 
changes in brain function over time. The changeover 
from voluntary to compulsive drug use reproduces 
changes in the brain’s natural inhibition.

Prevention and Control

Medical help may be given in situations where 
counselling and talking cannot help.  Counselling 
and education are some of the best ways of dealing 
with cases of alcohol and drug abuse.

Avoidance of peer pressure could help in bringing 
down these habits to a large extent. Help from family 
and friends could do a lot damage control as people 
are closer to family and friends. Hence, talking to our 
loved ones helps in coming up with such situations. 
There are many rehabilitation centers mainly 
launched to help the alcohol and drug abuse patients 
from exerting control over the impulse to use drugs 
even when there are negative consequences. 

Name : Khushi
Class : B.Sc  II (Medical)
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WHAT IS 5G?

5G is the 5th generation mobile network. It is a 
new global wireless standard after 1G, 2G,3G, 
and 4G networks. 5G enables a new kind of 
network that is designed to connect virtually 
everyone and everything together including 
machines, objects, and devices.

The 5G rollout is set to enhance efficiency, 
productivity, and security by helping the 
police access critical information in real-time 
and nab criminals. 5G has high bandwidth and 
low latency, so its adoption would ensure the 
best performance of police devices such as 
body cams, facial recognition technology, 
automatic number-plate recognition, drones, 
and CCTVs. 5G promises to transmit clearer 
images. With 5G, the police can remotely 
access and analyse crime data and information 
from other infrastructure such as traffic lights.

Challenges 

The government and telecommunication 
companies must first ensure that law 
enforcement agencies have the necessary 
infrastructure to take full advantage of all that 
5G can offer. Even if law enforcement 
agencies get access to secure data from 
telecom operators, they will still need tools to 
access this data. Also, most police systems are 
outdated and may not be compatible with 5G.

Cyber security concerns

Deploying 5G when we have a shaky cyber 
security foundation is like erecting a structure 
on soft sand. As 5G lacks end-to-end 
encryption, hackers can plot their attacks more 
precisely and perpetrate cybercrimes by 
hacking into systems or disseminating illegal 
content. 5G may also make it easier for 
criminals to perpetrate cyber bullying.

Name : Mamta
Class : B.Sc III (N.M)



ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY 

Environmental chemistry is the study of the chemical and 
biochemical phenomena that occur in nature. It involves the 
understanding of how the uncontaminated environment 
works, and which naturally occurring chemicals are present, 
in what concentrations and what are its effects. Without this 
it would be impossible to study accurately the effects that 
humans exert on the environment through the release of 
chemical species. It is a multi-disciplinary science, that in 
addition to chemistry, involves physics, life science, 
agriculture, material science, public health, sanitary 
engineering, and so on. More or less, it is the study of the 
sources, reactions, transport, effects, and fate of chemical 
species in the air, water, and land, and the effect of human 
activities upon the various environmental segments, such as 
atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, and biosphere.

Importance of the environment across the developed 
countries was realized in 1960s and reached its climax 
in1970, with the celebrations of “Earth Day” under the 
auspices of the United Nations. From 1972 onwards, in 
Stockholm, the important environmental issues were 
percolated across India and other developing nations. The 
need for environmental education, both formal and non-
formal, was keenly felt at the national level. The objective 
of environmental education is to enlighten the public about 
the importance of protection and conservation of our 
environment and about the needs to restrain human 
activities that lead to indiscriminate release of pollutants 
into the environment.

At present, many environmental issues exist that have 
grown in size and complexity day to day, threatening the 
survival of mankind on earth. The various incidences of 
such environmental issues include London smog of 1952, 
killing about 4000 people, the Mediterranean sea turning 
into Dead Sea in1950s, unable to support aquatic life, death 
of a number of Japanese people because of eating fish from 
the Minamata Bay in 1960s, historical monuments and 
statues in Greece and Italy and white marble of Taj Mahal in 
India getting damaged by the effect of rainwater.

Name : Mehak 
Class : B.Sc II (Medical)
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NEUROLOGY AND DEPRESSION

For decades, we thought that the 
primary cause of 
depression was some 
abnormality in some 
neuro-transmit ter  
specifically serotonin 
or norepinephrine.

However, norepinephrine and serotonin 
did not seem to able to account for the 
symptoms of depression. Instead, the 
chemical messengers between the nerve 
cells in the higher centers of the brain 
involved in regulating mood and 
emotions. Which include glutamate and 
GABA, were possibilities as alternative 
causes for the symptoms of depression.

We know that these two are the most 
ubiquitous and abundant neuro-
transmitters in brain.

Actually they regulate how the brain is 
changing over time and adapting. 
Whenwe are exposed to severe and 
chronic stress like people experience 
when they have depression, we lose 
some of this connection between the 
nerve cells and the communication in 
these circuits become inefficient and 
noisy.

Because of the noisy communication in 
the circuits involved in regulating mood 
and emotion, we think that the loss of 
these synaptic connections contribute to 
the biology of depression.

Conclusion:-Chemical messenger play 
important role in depression, regulating 
mood and emotions

Name : Monika
Class : M.Sc Zoology



CHEMISTRY IN EVERYDAY LIFE

Chemistry is the branch of science which deals with the 
investigation of the properties and changes of matter. From the 
way how our body exchanges oxygen to how our universe was 
created, all have a side of chemistry associated with it.

Chemicals of food in Everyday life

In food materials following chemicals are widely used:

• Flow stabilizers ,Binding substance, Artificial sweeteners, 
Antioxidants, Minerals.

• Vitamins – Except vitamins remaining substances do not 
have nutritional value.

Artificial Preservatives: These prevent spoilage of food by 
stopping the growth of microorganism. For example, Sodium benzoate, sodium meta bisulphate.

Artificial Sweeteners: These do not impart any calories to the body. Since these substances are 
excreted through urine. For example; Aspartame which is used in cold drinks and ice-creams, Alitame 
which is 2000 times sweeter than sucrose.

Antioxidants: These prevent the spoilage of food by preventing the oxidation of food. For example, 
Butylated hydroxyl tolerance (BHT), Butylated hydroxyl anisole (BHA).

Dyes: Dyes are coloured organic compounds that are used to impart colour to the various substances, 
including paper, leather fur, hair, drugs, cosmetics.

Chemistry of Cleansing Agents in Everyday life
Soaps are sodium or potassium salt of higher carboxylic acid such as stearic acid, palmitic acid and oleic 
acid, whereas detergents contain a long chain of alkyl groups. Detergents in comparison to soaps can 
also function in hard water. 

Chemistry of cosmetics in Everyday life

Cosmetics contains the following types of chemicals:

• Emulsifiers: These increases the stability of the emulsion. For example, Potassium cetyl sulphate.

• Preservatives: These are added to cosmetics to increase their shelf life. For example, benzyl alcohol, 
salicylic acid.

• Thickeners: These given an appealing consistency. For example, Cetyl alcohol, Stearic acid.

• Emollient: These soften the skin by preventing water loss. For example, Glyceride, zinc oxide.

• Glimmers and Shiners: For example, mica, bismuth oxychloride. 

Conclusion
Chemistry is a big part of our everyday life. We find chemistry in daily life in the foods we eat, the air we 
breathe, our soaps and literally every object we can see or touch. Without chemistry, our life is 
impossible so it is one medium to live a better life.

Name : Nidhi 
Class : B.Sc II
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Bermuda triangle, also known as the Devil’s 

Triangle, happens to be one of the most 

mysterious places on this planet, located off the 

southeastern coast of the US in the Atlantic 

Ocean, between Bermuda, Florida and Puerto 

Rico. The weather above the Bermuda triangle 

always remain misty and cloudy and dull. During 

summer slight changes occurs. Some people think 

this is because of some paranormal or 

extraterrestrial existence. This region has become 

the Centre of unresolved mysteries. 

Covering an area of 440,000 miles of sea, the 

Bermuda triangle is part of a busy shipping route, 

with several vessels heading to America, Europe 

and the Caribbean crossing through every day. 

Over the centuries, many ships and planes have 

been reported to have mysteriously disappeared 

in this region. Also, this Devil’s Triangle has been 

blamed for the disappearance of thousands of 

people in the past decades.

The term “Bermuda Triangle” was first used by 

Vincent Gaddis in 1964. However, the mysterious 

behavior of the region came to the public attention 

only in the 20th century when the Navy cargo 

ship, USS Cyclops, with more than 300 people on 

board, went missing in the Bermuda Triangle.

The role of paranormal activities and the presence 

of aliens have been strongly suggested by those 

who believe something odd is happening. While 

many with scientific views disputed this 

argument offering rational explanations to the 

phenomenon. Amongst the few proposed 

scientific explanation, the most popular is the 

theory of electromagnetic interference that causes 

compass problems. This theory claims that there 

is a very high pull of the earth’s natural magnet, 

which redirects the compass and other 

sophisticated equipments, and disallows them to 
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take their intended route through the water.

This is a list of the most noted stories of 

disappearance or the unresolved mysteries of ship 

accidents in the Devil’s Triangle.

Famous Bermuda Triangle Stories 

1. Mary Celeste :- Possibly, on 4th December 

1872 the entire crew, was starting its journey from 

New York to Genoa, seven crew members and 

Captain Benjamin Briggs, his wife, and their two-

year-old daughter aboard the vessels, located with 

raw alcohol. The ship was unmanned with no 

crew abroad, and the life boat was also missing. 

No trace of the people abroad the vessel or the 

missing lifeboat has ever been found.

Studies of the ship clearly ruled out the possibility 

of a pirate attack since everything on this ship, 

including the barrels of alcohol it was 

transporting and the crew’s valuable belongings, 

were intact.

2. On 30 January 1948, BSAA G-AHNP “Star 

Tiger” was lost due to unknown causes while 

flying from Lisbon, Portugal to Bermuda.

The reasons for the mysteries pervading the 

Bermuda Triangle area are unusual hexagonal 

clouds creating 170 mph air bombs full of wind. 

These air pockets cause all the mischief, sinking 

ships and downing planes.

Name : Rakhi 
Class : B.Sc  II (Medical)

BERMUDA TRIANGLE



“Pollution is the introduction of substances 
(or energy) that causes adverse changes in the 
environment and living entities.”

Pollution need not always be caused by chemical 
substances such as particulates (like smoke and 
dust). Forms of energy such as sound, heat or light 
can also cause pollution. The substances that cause 
pollution are called pollutants.

Pollution, even in minuscule amounts, impact the 
ecological balance. Pollutants can make their way 
up the food chain and eventually find their way 
inside the human body.

Types of Pollution

As stated before, there are different types of 
pollution, which are neither caused by natural 
events (like forest fires) or by man-made activities 
(like cars, factories, nuclear wastes, etc.) These are 
further classified into the following types:-

(1) Air Pollution : It refers to the release of 
harmful contaminants (chemicals, toxic gases, 
particulates, biological molecules, etc.) into the 
earth atmosphere. These contaminants are quite 
detrimental and in some cases, pose serious health 
issues. Some causes that contribute to air pollution 
are:
• Burning fossils fuels 
• Mining operations
• Exhaust gases from industries and factories

(2) Water Pollution: Water Pollution is said to 
occur when toxic pollutants and particulate matter 
are introduced into water bodies such as lakes, 
rivers and seas.
Other significant causes of water pollution include:
• Dumping solid wastes in water bodies
• Disposing untreated industrial sewage into 
water bodies
• Human and animal wastes
• Agriculture runoff containing pesticides and 
fertilizers.

(3) Soil Pollution: It is also called soil 
contamination and refers to the degradation of land 
due to the presence of chemicals and other man-
made substances in the soil. The xenobiotic 
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substances alter the natural composition of soil and 
affect it negatively. These can drastically impact 
life directly or indirectly. For instance, any toxic 
chemicals present in the soil will get absorbed by 
the plants. Since plants are producers in an 
environment, it gets passed up through the food 
chain. Compared to the other types of pollution, the 
effects of soil pollution are a little more obscured, 
but their implications are very noticeable.

(4) Noise pollution: It refers to the excessive 
amount of noise in the surroundings that disrupts 
the natural balance. Usually, it is man-made, 
through certain natural calamities like volcanoes 
can contribute to noise pollution.

In general, any sound which is over 85 decibels is 
considered to be detrimental. Also, the duration an 
individual is exposed plays an impact on their 
health. For perspective, a normal conversation is 
around 60 decibels and a jet taking off is around 
150 decibels. Consequently, noise pollution is 
more obvious than the other types of pollution.

Noise Pollution has several contributors, which 
include:
• Industry oriented noises such as heavy machines, 
mills, factories, etc.
• Transportation noises from vehicles, aero planes 
etc.
• Construction noises
• Noise from social events (loudspeakers, 
firecrackers, etc.)
• Household noises (such as mixers, TV, washing 
machines, etc.)

Noise pollution has now become very common due 
to dense urbanisation and industrialization. Noise 
pollution can bring about adverse effects such as:
• Hearing loss • Tinnitus
• Sleeping disorders • Hypertension (high BP)

Conclusion:
While the effect of pollution on materials, 
vegetation, and animals can be measured, health 
effect on human can only be estimated from 
epidemiological evidence.

Name : Saloni Choudhary
Class : B.Sc II (Medical )

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION



In India, the incidence of cancer is increasing 
rapidly; therefore it is important to step up cancer 
literacy and knowledge amongst the population.

We hope that this will lead to early detection 
which is important in the management and 
treatment of cancer and also prevention by 
making necessary changes in lifestyle.

Breast cancer is rapidly rising amongst women in 
urban areas and it is the most common cancer in 
India. Early detection is essential in its 
management and treatment. Due to ignorance, 
fear, and social stigma many women are present 
with stage III or IV cancer which requires surgery 
and extensive treatment.  If detected early, then in 
most cases there will be less aggressive treatment 
and better chances of recovery.

Cervical cancer is the second most common 
cancer among women in India. It is the only 
preventable cancer and it can be detected in the 
pre-cancerous phase and can becured.

Oral and Lung cancers are highest among men 
and women in the urban as well as rural 
population and these can also be prevented to a 
large extent. Therefore, making people aware of 
the dangers of chewing tobacco and smoking is of 
great importance.

Ways to prevent cancers:
Do not smoke or chew tobacco.
Limit alcohol consumption.
Eat a balanced diet with plenty of fruits, 
vegetables and grains.
Get screened and get medical check up regularly. 

Main types of cancer:-

1. Breast cancer:-One in 25 women has a 
chance of getting breast cancer in India. 
Screening by mammography for women over 45 
or post menopause, clinical breast examination  
by a doctor and self breast examination are 
methods of early detection.
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CANCER AWARENESS

2. Oral cancer:- This is among the top cancers in 
India due to rampant use of chewing tobacco and 
smoking. High consumption of alcohol is also a 
risk factor. Doctors check for red or white patches 
in the mouth and for lumps in the mouth and 
throat. A regular dental check for sharp edges of 
teeth is also recommended.

3. Cervical cancer:- This cancer is 2nd highest 
among women in India. This can be detected in 
the pre-cancerous stage and treated before it turns 
into cancer. Screening tests are Pap smear, VIA 
and HPV.

4. Colorectal cancer:- This is also a common 
cancer and tests can be done to detect it early.

5. Prostate cancer:- This is a cancer that affects 
older men and there are screening tests for this 
cancer.

Myths about cancer
Cancer only mean death.
One gets cancer because of bad karma.
Cancer is contagious.
Stress, hair dye, deodorants do not cause cancer.
Cancers are always hereditary.
Some forms of tobacco do not cause cancer.

Conclusion:-
1. Prevention is the best cure.
2. Early detection and prompt treatment is the 

key to higher chances of survival.
3. Do not ignore. Use the knowledge you have 

acquired today.

Name : Amandeep
Class : B.Sc II
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It is not surprising to see the rising incidence of 
heart disease among the youth in today’s age.

According to recent American research, it has 
been observed that there is a 13% increase in 
sudden cardiac arrest among those aged mid¬30s 
to mid 40s.

Further, as per Indian Hearth Association, when 
heart diseases strike Indians, it tends to do so at an 
earlier age than other demographics, often 
without warning.

Some of the reason behind these growing cases of 
heart diseases in young adult can be:-

High Blood Pressure:  Over time high blood 
pressure can damage our arteries by impacting 
their elasticity, which leads to decreased blood 
flow of oxygen to our heart.

Diabetes:  People with diabetes are at high risk of 
developing cardiovascular diseases. Higher level 
of blood sugar may damage our blood vessels 
called arteries. This affects the blood flow to the 
heart and hence leads to a heart attack.

High cholesterol level: Munching on junk food 
may be one of the favorite parts of young adult’s 
routine, but this may impact their cholesterol 
levels.

Chronic stress: The moving lifestyle and change 
in people’s day – to – day activities leads to 
chronic stress disorders. This can result in high 

WHY HEART ATTACK IS INCREASING IN YOUNGSTERS?
blood pressure and eventually causes attacks and 
stroke.

Being overweight or obese: The increase in 
body fat will result in atrial enlargement, 
ventricular enlargement leading to higher risk of 
heart attack.

Smoking & Alcohol consumption: Alcohol 
consumption and smoking trigger the risk of a 
heart attack.
More sitting in front of a computer screen.
Decreased physical activity.
Eating more ultra – processed foods and fast food 
meals.

Conclusion:-
Heart attack is a concerning factor for young 
adults, but it can be prevented by introducing a 
healthy and productive life style. We can do this 
by making lifestyle changes and taking proper 
medication whenever required to maintain our 
health. By avoiding alcohol, cigarettes, 
controlling cholesterol we can keep ourselves 
healthy. As an adult there are so many things we 
can do to keep ourselves healthy. Introduce a 
healthy lifestyle and prevent the danger of heart 
attack.
“Don’t forget a healthy heart is the key to 
happiness in life ”

Name : Sarika
Class : M.Sc. I Zoology

“Every time we move our muscles, we are giving 
an intravenous dose of hope”.

Lots of us are experiencing an unsettling absence 
of hope right now, on some level. It’s more 
important than ever to become guardians of our 
mental health.

Scientists have found that whenever we move a 
muscle (anywhere in our body), we produce hope 
molecules.

Hope Molecules
During movement, proteins called myokines are 
released into our bloodstream. They are special 
chemicals that your muscles create and secrete 
when you contract them. These pass through the 
blood-brain barrier to change the structure of the 
brain and have an antidepressant effect, which 
makes us more resilient to stress and trauma. 
Researchers started calling myokines “hope 
molecules” because they appear to work at the 
brain level to help it recover from stress.
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There are a number of concepts and definitions 
used in human health risk assessment. Key 
definitions include ‘health hazard’, ‘health risk’ 
and ‘exposure’.

Health Hazard
A hazard is something that has the potential to 
cause harm – it could be a biological substance, or 
a chemical, or something with a particular 
physical property, or an activity.

A hazard cannot potentially cause harm unless 
people or section of the environment is exposed to 
that hazard. 

A health hazard is therefore something that has the 
potential to cause harm to the health of 
individuals, group of people or the border 
community.

Health Risk
 A risk is the probability (or likelihood) that a 
hazard will cause harm.

A health risk is therefore the probability (or 
likelihood) that exposure to a health hazard will 
cause harm.

Exposure
Exposure is the amount (sometimes referred to as 

CONCEPTS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT

‘the dose’) or concentration (i.e. amount of a 
health hazard in air, soil or water etc) in contact 
with or taken up into the body over a known length 
of time.

Human health risk assessment 
Human health risk assessment is a way of 
assessing the potential impact of a hazard on the 
health of a person, group of people or a 
community. Factual, technical information is 
used to understand the potential health effects.

Each human health risk assessment is unique to 
the situation and population being assessed. The 
population in focus may be a community or 
specific groups within a community such as 
workers, children, older people or those with 
particular health conditions such as asthma.

Exposure assessment
Develop a site or situation model including 
pathways connecting sources of each hazard to 
people; collect and analyse data about each 
hazard, e.g. assess/sample the amount in air, water 
or soil; identify populations that may be affected 
and how they may be exposed to each hazard.

Name : Nancy
Class : B.Sc  II

The good news is that all muscles can produce 
myokines. Whether you go for a gentle stroll, lifts 
weights or run a marathon, regardless of your age, 
gender and level of fitness, it’s never too late to 
start moving.

Our muscles are like an endocrine organ. When 
you contract your muscles in any type of 
movement, they are secreting chemicals into your 
bloodstream that are really good for every system 
of your body; they’re heart health, your immune 
function, and some of them can kill cancer cells. 
All the stuff we know exercise is good for. But a 
big part of these proteins and chemicals that are 
being released by your muscles, which are called 

myokines, has profound effects on the brain. 
Increasing the intensity of movement will 
increase the number of hope molecules released 
into the bloodstream.

Exercise can have more of a long – term impact on 
depression than meditation.

“This isn’t just a small temporary boost to your 
mood we’re talking about. Studies indicate that 
specific level of exercise can alleviate depression 
as much as or more than antidepressant 
medication.”

Name : Divyansha

Class : M.Sc I Zoology
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BIOTECHNOLOGY

Biotechnologyisdefined as the broad area of biology which uses both the technology and the application 
of living organisms and their components to develop, modify and to produce a useful product for human 
welfare. The term ‘Biotechnology’ was coined in the year 1919 by an agricultural engineer Karoly 
Ereky, hence he is called as the father of Biotechnology.

Let us have a look at some the important applications of Biotechnology.

Applications of Biotechnology

Biotechnology is widely used in different fields to modify and produce a useful product for human 
benefits. These applications include:

1. Application of Biotechnology in Agriculture

The application of Biotechnology in fields of 
agriculture is known as Green Biotechnology or 
Green Revolution. Biotechnology has contributed 
a lot to the field of agriculture and they include:

1. Organic agriculture
2. Agro –chemical based agriculture
3. Genet ical ly  engineered crop-based 
agriculture

The application of Biotechnology has tripled the 
yield and the food supply. Apart from the regular crop production, pest-resistant plants and genetically 
modified crops are introduced to increase food production and to feed the growing human population.

Genetically modified crops have their genes altered by inserting the genes with desired characteristics. 
Bt cotton, Bt brinjal, golden rice are few examples of Genetically modified crops.

2. Application of Biotechnology in Medicine

The recombinant DNA technology has added to the advancements in the field of healthcare by 
permitting mass production of safe and more effective therapeutic drugs.

The drugs are mainly produced by the process of genetic engineering. Humulin, the genetically 
modified insulin, is used to diabetes is produced through genetic engineering.

Biotechnology has developed gene therapy which helps in the removal of the genetic disorders in the 
embryo. Other applications of Biotechnology in the field of medicines and molecular diagnosis include:

1. ELISA

2.  PCR

Name : Jyoti
Class : B.Sc IInd year



DO ALIENS EXIST?

Mainstream media has not once but multiple times portrayed aliens as beings with limbs, big bulgy eyes 

and an unreasonably large body but what we miss out on is that if 

these aliens travelled millions of light years to reach us, 

wouldn’t they need a body that can withstand the effects of 

time? Now that is hardly possible in a human-like form due to 

our biological limitations and even if we do manage to find 

planets which could potentially hold life, there biosignatures 

would be so bizarre that we might not be able to fathom, let alone 

recognize them. In such a situations excuses like “we’ll know it 

when we see it” by scientists would not be enough. A lot of 

scientific theories would need to be bent for a discovery of that 

sort. The possession of AI is an indisputable need in order to move through interstellar space. 

Considering our life span of about 100 years with our peak performance capacity being at age 40-60, we 

would need to reach Alpha Centauri (earth’s next closest sun after Sol), in that sort amount of time and 

without time dilation, that is out of the question. Luckily the answer to that is artificial intelligence and 

artificial bodies which are much better suited to the rigors that space travel would put us through. In the 

21st century we have already arrived at the middle ground between completely all-natural and fully 

artificial bodies by inventing intelligent prosthetics and pacemakers. Some futurists have already 

pictured uploading our brain maps on chips and ultimately the road to digital immortality by using AI to 

pick up our DNA and other information in order to replicate our brains in silico in a simulated world or a 

robot body on Mars and achieve transhumanism. Transhumanism simply refers to using technology to 

enhance human ability and transcend human limitations. This isn’t just theoretically possible, it’s 

inevitable. Furthermore, it’s already happening today. Just consider the Elon Musl-funded company 

Neuralink, which is in the process of developing a brain-machine interface to be implanted in the human 

brain. This is not science fiction, the company recently made huge headlines for announcing that they 

would be ready for human trials of this technology next year. The perfect, finished version of a BMI 

interface would let us interact with computers at the speed of 

thought.

With that in mind it’s not so hard to think of a version of us in the 

future where we transcend the limitations of three dimensions 

and move on to become a more advanced type of civilization, 

technically making us aliens to our current selves.

Tara Jayant

Associate Professor

Department of Zoology
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